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Starting from Windows 11, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 has become a computer requirement,
providing hardware-based security capabilities. This poses a challenge to digital forensics experts, as the
number of BitLocker-encrypted evidence protected by TPM tends to increase. This paper presents a
forensic method for obtaining the BitLocker Volume Master Key (VMK) from TPM-protected evidence
using Intel DCI technology and reverse engineering techniques. It shows how to enable Intel DCI in the
firmware, reverse the Windows Boot Manager UEFI application, and debug the target computer using a
USB 3 AeA cable to retrieve the VMK from memory. We have effectively applied the presented method
on a computer with a 7th-generation Intel processor containing a BitLocker-encrypted volume with TPM
protection and Windows 11 Pro. As a result, we were able to fully decrypt the BitLocker volume with the
VMK and gain data access. We consider, however, that the success of the presented method depends on
the ability to enable Intel DCI in the target computer, which may not be feasible in every system.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of DFRWS This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The impact of BitLocker encryption on forensic investigations
has been explored since its introduction in Windows Vista
(Woodward, 2006). More recently, Microsoft established the use of
BitLocker encryption with Trusted Platform Module (TPM) protec-
tion as a standard for computers running the Windows 11 oper-
ating system. A TPM is a low-cost crypto-processor able to create,
manage and use cryptographic keys and store confidential data
(Microsoft, 2022). Its primary purpose on recent Windows com-
puters is to measure the integrity of the boot process (Tomlinson,
2017), provide authentication methods (e.g., Windows Hello), and
protect BitLocker volume keys while allowing a seamless encryp-
tion experience for the end user.

Some procedures to decrypt TPM-protected BitLocker volumes
have been proposed, which can be used for forensic purposes. TPM
sniffing method aims to intercept discrete TPM signals to extract
the BitLocker VolumeMaster Key (VMK). It requires physical wiring
to the computer motherboard to sniff the communication bus be-
tween the TPM and the processor. During the computer startup, the
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TPMmeasures the boot process. If the measurements are validated,
the volume's VMK is unsealed (decrypted) by the TPM and trans-
mitted to the Central Processing Unit (CPU) through a Low Pin
Count (LPC) or a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol bus, ac-
cording to the TPM specification. A logical analyzer can be utilized
to sniff the communication bus and retrieve the VMK, which in turn
is used to decrypt the drive. Detailed descriptions of this method
can be found in (Nurmi, 2020; Andzakovic, 2019; Dewaele and
Oberson, 2021).

Cold Boot procedures explore the data remanence effect on
dynamic Random-Access Memory (RAM). In short, it consists of
performing a dump of a computer RAM after a hard reset to extract
the volume encryption keys, considering that the keys were pre-
viously loaded into the memory (Halderman et al., 2009). Modern
computers, however, provide security features that challenge the
application of the such method. The work by Segerdahl and
Saarinen (2018) showed some techniques that can be applied on
modern devices to achieve success, e.g., overwriting the MOR
(Memory Overwrite Request) bit in the firmware and performing
data descrambling on newer memory types.

Another method refers to the research from Han et al. (2018),
which uncovered a vulnerability in the S3 sleeping state for certain
TPM 2.0 models, that can be exploited to interact with the TPM and
obtain the BitLocker's VMK. The authors provided two open-source
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Linux tools to support their method: Napper and Bitleaker. Napper
is a Linux tool used to verify whether the computer TPM is
vulnerable to the sleep mode vulnerability, and BitLeaker is the
actual BitLocker exploitation tool.

Direct Memory Access (DMA) procedures have also been
explored. The DMA technology was created to guarantee optimum
performance for data transfers between system memory and a
hardware I/O device (Delaunay, 2018). DMA procedures aim to
exploit physical interfaces, such as Thunderbolt (Ruytenberg,
2020), Firewire, and PCI Express with custom hardware to access
the RAM directly, bypassing the operating system protection
mechanisms. PCILeech (Frisk, [n.d]) and MemprocFS (Frisk, [n.d]),
developed andmaintained by Ulf Frisk, have become themain DMA
toolset for memory acquisition, patching and live analysis. Micro-
soft has introduced some security capabilities, such as Kernel DMA
protection, which uses IOMMU (Input-Output Memory Manage-
ment Units) technology to prevent such methods.

Recently, Latzo et al. (2021) presented a low-level forensic
memory acquisition method that combines Intel Direct Connect
Interface (DCI) technology with PCILeech capabilities, named DCI-
Leech. Intel DCI technology allows the debugging of computers with
Intel processors using an inexpensive USB 3 A-to-A (Male-to-Male)
cable, with the ability to halt the CPU, read registers and getmemory
data. They showed how to break CPU-bound encryption and
perform digital forensic triage using Intel DCI. Goryachy et al. have
also substantially explored the use of Intel DCI before in (Goryachy
and Ermolov, 2016; Goryachy, M. and Ermolov, M., 2017a,b).

This paper presents a forensic method for obtaining the Volume
Master Key (VMK) from TPM-protected BitLocker drives using Intel
Direct Connect Interface (DCI) technology and reverse engineering
techniques. We show how to enable Intel DCI in the UEFI firmware
and reverse and analyze the Windows Boot Manager UEFI appli-
cation. We also present how to debug the target computer using a
USB 3 AeA cable to get the VMK fromRAM, allowing the decryption
of the protected volume and, consequently, gaining access to its
data. Thus, computer forensics experts can access and forensically
analyze the evidence without knowing the Windows user pass-
word or the BitLocker recovery key.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the basic
concepts of BitLocker encryption, an introduction to the Intel DCI
technology, and firmware modifications. Section 3 presents the
proposed methodology and the step-by-step conducted proced-
ures. Section 4 presents the results. Finally, Section 5 presents the
conclusions and future work.

2. Background

2.1. BitLocker and TPM protection

BitLocker is a full-volume encryption solution provided by
Microsoft. Its simplified operation architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In
summary, all the volume's raw data is encryptedwith a Full Volume
Encryption Key (FVEK). The FVEK is encrypted with a 256-bit Vol-
umeMaster Key (VMK), which is, in turn, encrypted by one or more
possible protectors (Microsoft, 2012). From a forensic perspective,
obtaining either one of the key protectors, the VMK or the FVEK,
enables access to the volume's data. Using the VMK as an inter-
mediate key allows changing compromised protectors without the
need to re-encrypt the drive data.

When the TPM is used as a protector, the VMK is encrypted with
a Storage Root Key (SRK). The SRK is, in fact, an RSA public/private
key pair storedwithin a non-volatile protectedmemory of the TPM,
therefore providing hardware-backed security. Thus, only the TPM
can decrypt the VMK with its private key, an operation known as
unsealing.
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The TPM records measurements of the boot process in its Plat-
form Configuration Registers (PCRs) by performing one-way hash
operations. If the PCR contents are validated, based on the estab-
lished PCR policy, the volume VMK is unsealed (decrypted) by the
TPM and stored in RAM. This operation is managed by theWindows
Boot Manager UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware Interface) appli-
cation, which is found under the drive EFI System Partition.

According to Microsoft (2021), the Windows Boot Manager
(bootmgfw.efi) is a UEFI application used to set up the boot envi-
ronment. It also verifies if any BitLocker volumes are present and
finds which protectors are enabled. For TPM-protected volumes,
the Windows Boot Manager application will fetch the encrypted
VMK blob from the BitLocker volume metadata and forward it to
TPM for unsealing. If the unseal operation is successful, the clear
VMK is returned as a result. The clear FVEK is obtained from the
VMK, and finally, the volume is fully decrypted with the FVEK. The
Windows startup process then proceeds normally.

As seen in Fig. 1, a PIN or a startup key can also be set in
conjunction with the TPM protector. In this situation, the user PIN
or the startup key must be first provided to allow the VMK to be
unsealed by the TPM and, consequently, loaded to memory. Those
cases involving such pre-boot authentication mechanisms are out
of the scope of this paper.

A detailed forensic analysis of the BitLocker drive encryption can
be found in Kornblum (2009).

2.2. Intel DCI

The Intel Direct Connect Interface (DCI) technology provides the
ability to perform closed chassis JTAG (Joint Test Action Group)
debugging on computers with Intel processors, starting from Intel
Skylake 6th generation processor (Goryachy and Ermolov, 2016).
The connection between the host and target computers can be
made with either an Intel Silicon View Technology (SVT) adapter or
via an inexpensive USB 3 A-to-A debug cable (Latzo et al., 2021). A
USB 3 debug cable can also be handcrafted from an ordinary
crossover AeA (MaleeMale) cable by removing its VBus line.

DCI technology allows full control of the CPU, being possible to
stop the CPU threads, insert breakpoints, read or write register
values, and access memory data. Debugging is possible using the
Intel System Studio tool suite. It provides, among other features, a
command line Python interface with the OpenIPC API (Application
Programming Interface), which includes several commands to
assist the debugging process. It is worth noticing that Intel System
Studio components were transitioned to several Intel oneAPI
toolkits, some of which require a non-disclosure agreement (NDA)
signing. Intel System Studio 2020 was still available as a free trial
version by the time this paper was written and was used in the
presented method.

Intel DCI must be first enabled before debugging is possible.
Enabling DCI requires changing specific settings in UEFI variables in
the target computer firmware. A detailed explanation of this pro-
cedure is available in (nstarke, 2020; Reed, T., 2019; Tanda, 2021),
which will be addressed in section 3. Some of the tools used for
firmware modification are discussed next.

2.3. UEFI firmware modification

Some available utilities can assist the UEFI firmware modifica-
tion process. Foremost, for obtaining the firmware image, it is
possible to use either a software or hardware approach. An example
of a software approach is using CHIPSEC. CHIPSEC is a framework
for analyzing the security of PC platforms, including hardware,
system firmware, and platform components (Loucaides and
Bulygin, 2014). CHIPSEC provides functionality to dump the SPI



Fig. 1. BitLocker's encryption architecture. (Adapted from Microsoft (2012)).

Fig. 2. Reading the flash memory contents with a low-cost CH341A SPI programmer.
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flash contents, which includes the UEFI firmware.
On the other hand, when using a hardware approach, an SPI

programmer device is physically attached to the flash memory on
the motherboard to read its contents directly. An example of such a
programmer is the low-cost CH341A, shown in Fig. 2.

The acquired UEFI firmware image can be analyzed with UEFI-
Tool. UEFITool (Schlej, Nikolaj, [n.d]) is an excellent open-source
tool for parsing, visualizing, and analyzing UEFI firmware images
in a tree-like structure, also providing the ability to search for hex
or text patterns and extract individual modules. The visual interface
of UEFITool can be seen in Fig. 3.

Moreover, UEFITool highlights the modules that are covered by
Intel Boot Guard. Boot Guard is a technology introduced by Intel to
provide a hardware-based Root of Trust (Matrosov, 2017), verifying
the signature of the firmware sections. UEFITool shows in color red
or cyan the firmware regions which have their signatures checked
during the boot process and, therefore, cannot be modified.
Nevertheless, Intel Boot Guard's chain of trust generally does not
3



Fig. 3. The interface of UEFITool.
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protect the NVRAM (non-volatile Random Access Memory) regions
containing the UEFI variables.

Another practical utility is ifrextract (IFR Extract, [n.d]),
which extracts the internal forms representation from UEFI mod-
ules. It can be used to locate hidden UEFI settings and their optional
values, as well as the respective variable name, GUID (globally
unique identifier), and offset where it is stored in the NVRAM.

The UEFI variable name, GUID, and offset information obtained
from ifrextract can then be used to modify the firmware. Like
reading, writing to the SPI flash can be done through either a
software or hardware approach. A software utility to modify vari-
ables in the NVRAM is RU.efi (Wang, James, 2022), a UEFI applica-
tion that provides a convenient graphical interface (Fig. 4). Some
newer systems, however, pursue write-protection mechanisms for
security reasons. Thus, writing the firmware modifications requires
a hardware approach, i.e., using an SPI flash programmer.
Fig. 4. The RU.efi interface.
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3. Methodology

In this section, we present the proposed methodology, which
encompasses the following sequential steps:

1. Obtaining a forensic image and verifying the TPM protection
2. Enabling Intel DCI
3. Reversing the Windows Boot Manager
4. Debugging with Intel DCI and retrieving the VMK
5. Decrypting the BitLocker volume

Each step is described in detail in the following subsections.
3.1. Obtaining a forensic image and verifying the TPM protection

An essential first forensic procedure is to acquire an image of the
target computer storage device using appropriate equipment. E01
(Encase Image File Format) is a commonly used forensic image
format.

After the acquisition, the image is mounted in read-only mode
on a host computer. This can be accomplished with a variety of
tools. In a Windows host, the Arsenal Image Mounter free version
software (Arsenal Recon, [n.d]) can be used for this purpose.
Following, executing manage-bde -status in a command prompt
(as Administrator) provides information about the BitLocker
encryption status of the mounted volumes. To illustrate this, Fig. 5
shows an output that confirms that a volume is encrypted/locked
with BitLocker.

To obtain more information about the BitLocker protectors, the
command manage-bde -protectors -get F: can be executed
(F: being the locked volume). As shown in Fig. 6, the output reveals
that a Trusted PlatformModule is indeed used to protect the volume.
It can also be noticed that the PCR (Platform Configuration Register)
validation profile uses PCRs 7 and 11. According to the BitLocker
policy settings, when Secure Boot is correctly configured in the
computer, BitLocker binds to PCR 7 and PCR 11 by default. If Secure
Boot is disabled, BitLocker binds to PCRs 0, 2, 4, and 11 instead,



Fig. 5. Encryption status of the evidence's BitLocker volume.

Fig. 6. Information about the active BitLocker protectors.
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which have measurements of the firmware executable code and the
Windows Boot Manager image loaded (Microsoft, 2022a).

The other protector, the Numerical Password, refers to the 48-
digit Recovery Key/Password, which is always generated when
BitLocker is enabled on a volume. It is generally used as a backup
key and can be saved to the user's Microsoft account.
3.2. Enabling Intel DCI

As previously discussed, enabling Intel DCI requires modifica-
tions in the firmware. This can be achieved following these steps:
we first obtain the firmware image; then, we parse it and locate the
relevant UEFI variable offsets which should be altered; finally, we
perform the firmware modifications.

Before, an important consideration is that improper firmware
changes can cause BitLocker to enter recovery mode due to
different boot measurements, requiring the Recovery Password to
unlock the drive. For this reason, the forensic expert should be
careful to avoid incorrect modifications during the procedure.
Microsoft (2022b) lists specific events that can trigger the BitLocker
Recovery mode, which should be observed. In addition, some
means for enabling Intel DCI should be avoided. For example, the
AMI BIOS Configuration Program (AMIBCP) is also commonly used
for modifying firmware settings. However, it involves changing the
settings’ default values and performing a reset to defaults opera-
tion. This action is likely to trigger the BitLocker Recovery mode, so
it should not be performed for the purpose of this method.

Considering that, we proceed by first obtaining the computer
firmware image. As aforementioned, it is possible to use either a
software or hardware approach to achieve this. CHIPSEC can be
used as a software approach. It can be executed from a bootable
5

USB drive with UEFI Shell, as explained in the CHIPSEC
documentation (2022). The following command can be executed
in UEFI Shell to dump the firmware to a file:

python368 chipsec_util.py spi dump rom.bin

If Secure Boot is enabled in the target computer, to run the UEFI
Shell, or any non-signed EFI application, we can create a bootable
USB drive with MOK (Machine Owner Key) support. In essence,
MOK Manager provides the ability to pre-sign a bootloader and
store its public key in the computer firmware, allowing it to be
executed with Secure Boot enabled. The Super UEFIinSecureBoot
Disk project (ValdikSS, [n.d]) was found to provide a bare minimal
bootloader with MOK Manager support.

If using a hardware approach instead, an SPI programmer device
can be used to read directly from the flash memory chip on the
target computer motherboard.

Following, we use both the UEFITool and ifrextract utilities
to parse the firmware image and locate the UEFI variables and
respective offsets which should be altered. As suggested by (Latzo
et al., 2021; nstarke, 2020; Reed, T., 2019; Tanda, 2021), the
following settings are generally modified to enable DCI:

� Debug Interface: set to 0x1 (Enable)
� Debug Interface Lock: set to 0x0 (Disable)
� Direct Connect Interface: set to 0x1 (Enable)
� DCI Enable (HDCIEN): set to 0x1 (Enable)
� Platform Debug Consent: set to 0x1 (DCI OOBþ[DbC])
� CPU Run Control: set to 0x1 (Enable)
� CPU Run Control Lock: set to 0x0 (Disable)
� TraceHub Enable Mode: set to 0x2 (Host Debugger)

These, however, are system-dependent and may not be present
in every system. We open the firmware image in UEFITool and
perform a text search for those settings names, e.g., DCI and Debug
Interface, aiming to find the modules which reference them. The
Setup DXE driver module was found to contain references to those
settings in most images, but it may vary in distinct firmware ver-
sions. Fromwithin UEFITool, we extract the body of the PE32 image
section of the identified module. Next, we parse it with ifrex-

tract, which extracts the internal forms representation (IFR)
information.
Listing 1: Direct Connect Interface setting found in an IFR
extraction.

As an example, Listing 1 illustrates the Direct Connect Interface
setting found in an IFR data extraction. The VarOffset value is
0xEF, and VarStore is 0x3. We can find the UEFI variable that
contains this setting, which corresponds to the VarStore value at
the beginning of the IFR document, as shown in Listing 2.
Listing 2: Finding the UEFI variable that corresponds to the
VarStore value.



Fig. 8. Searching in the Symbol Table for the FvebUnsealCallback function in
Ghidra.
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Therefore, it can be seen that the Direct Connect Interface setting
is located at the offset 0xEF of the CpuSetup variable. We perform
this same analysis for each of the settings to be altered.

Subsequently, we perform the firmware modification with
RU.efi accordingly. As before, booting the computer with RU.efi also
requires creating a bootable USB drive with MOK (Machine Owner
Key) support if Secure Boot is enabled on the computer.

After starting RU.efi, for each setting to bemodified, we navigate
to the corresponding UEFI variable and change the value at the
specific offset, saving the new values. As discussed earlier, some
systems have enabled write protection mechanisms for security
reasons. In those cases, writing the firmware modifications would
require a hardware approach, i.e., using an SPI flash programmer.

Finally, it can be verified if Intel DCI was successfully enabled in
the target computer by connecting it to the host computer with
Intel System Studio installed using a USB 3 AeA debug cable. We
run the Intel System Debugger Target Indicator program, which
indicates if a target with Intel DCI was properly detected (Fig. 7).

It is also possible to use CHIPSEC to verify if Intel DCI was
enabled by running the following command in UEFI Shell:

python368 chipsec_main.py -m common.debugenabled
3.3. Reversing the Windows Boot Manager

The following procedure consists of obtaining and reversing the
Windows Boot Manager application found in the evidence drive.
We aim to locate the code region where the TPM unsealing oper-
ation is performed, i.e., the VMK is decrypted.

As mentioned in section 2.1, the Windows Boot Manager UEFI
application (bootmgfw.efi) can be found in the EFI System Partition
(ESP). It is located under the path \EFI\Microsoft\Boot\bootmgfw.efi.

We obtain a copy of bootmgfw.efi from the evidence drive and
load it into a reverse engineering tool. Ghidra (National Security
Agency, [n.d]) is a well-known open-source reverse engineering
tool that can be used for this purpose. The EFI file is imported and
disassembled with the standard configuration. Fromwithin Ghidra,
we load the Windows Symbols Program database (PDB) files from
Microsoft's public symbol server. PDB files have symbolic debug-
ging information obtained throughout the compiling and linking
process, which assists in the analysis of executables.

After loading theWindows PDB files, we perform a search in the
Symbol Table for the FvebUnsealCallback function, as shown in
Fig. 7. The Intel System Debugger Target Indicator program interface.
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Fig. 8. As the name implies, this function was found to return the
clear VMK as the result of the unsealing operation by the TPM.

We navigate to the disassembled FvebUnsealCallback

function and scroll down to the RET (return) instruction at its end.
After static and dynamic analysis, it was found that at this point, the
RDI register contains a reference to a memory address that stores
the clear Volume Master Key. Therefore, we take note of the hex
address of the RET assembly instruction, as shown in Fig. 9
(0x10046b2a, in this instance), which will be used as the break-
point address during the debugging with Intel DCI.

3.4. Debugging with Intel DCI and retrieving the VMK

The host computer should be running the IPCCLI client, the
Python command line interface for OpenIPC from Intel System
Studio, to perform the debugging procedure.

We first connect the host computer to the target computer in a
power-off state using a USB 3 AeA debug cable. The target com-
puter is powered on, and as soon as possible, we issue an instruc-
tion to halt the CPU:

ipc.halt()

When the CPU is in a halt state, we set a breakpoint to the
address obtained from the reverse engineering procedure previ-
ously explained. The following syntax is used:

ipc.threads[0].brnew("0x10046b2aL",

breakpointId ¼ "breakpoint")

The breakpoint address is appended by the letter L, indicating
that it is a linear address. A label for the breakpoint is also set. We
release the CPU execution with the ipc.go() instruction. In a few
moments, the breakpoint is reached, and the computer execution is
halted again. It is possible to verify if the instruction pointer core-
sponds to the breakpoint address with the command:

ipc.threads[0].arch_register("RIP")

Subsequently, we obtain the contents of the RDI register:
ipc.threads[0].arch_register("RDI")

As discussed, at this point, the RDI register was found to contain
the memory address where the clear VMK is stored. Therefore, we
dump the memory contents at the obtained address:

ipc.threads[0].memdump("0�3b3ea0L00,44,1)
This command dumps 44 bytes, with the last 32 bytes corre-

sponding to the volume's VMK.
Fig. 9. Locating the RET instruction in the disassembled FvebUnsealCallback

function.
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Listing 3: The sequence of instructions executed in the IPCCLI
Python interface to retrieve the Volume Master Key.

The entire execution of the presented sequence of instructions
and the corresponding output is shown in Listing 3.

Finally, the 32-byte VMK (Fig. 10) is then written to a binary file.

3.5. Decrypting the BitLocker volume

A Linux host is used for decrypting and obtaining a clear volume
image. We decrypt the BitLocker volume using DisLocker (Aorimn,
[n.d]), a tool designed to read BitLocker encrypted partitions under
a Linux system. The E01 image containing the encrypted BitLocker
volume is first mounted using the ewfmount command from the
libewf Linux package:

ewfmount encrypt.E01./enc_img

Dislocker is then used to perform the decryption. We specify the
mounted E01 image path, the encrypted BitLocker volume offset,
and the VMK as a binary file:

dislocker -V ./enc_img/ewf01 --offset $off -K

vmk.bin ./decrypted_vol

A file named dislocker-file is created at the destination
mounting point, which is a virtual decrypted NTFS partition. Finally,
the dd command can be executed to acquire the decrypted NTFS
partition:

dd if¼./decrypted_vol/dislocker-file of¼./dec_

img.dd

4. Results

The presentedmethodwas first tested on an Acer Aspire 5 A515-
51-56k6 laptop computer with a 7th-generation Intel Kaby Lake i5-
7200U CPU and a 500 GiB solid-state drive (SSD), runningWindows
11 Pro (update 21H2). The computer had a Trusted PlatformModule
(TPM) version 2.0. BitLocker encryption was activated on Windows
11 using the TPM as the protector, with secure boot enabled and
platform validation profile using PCRs 7 and 11. We also enabled
Windows Hello authentication with a password. In such a manner,
we intended to reproduce a forensic case wherewe had a computer
Fig. 10. The obtained 32-byte Volume Master Key.
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with a BitLocker-encrypted volume (with TPM protection) running
Windows 11, where the Windows user password and the BitLocker
Recovery Key were both not known.

The method detailed in section 3 was effectively applied to the
described computer. The SPI flash memory was dumped by soft-
warewith CHIPSEC. It was verified in UEFITool that Intel Boot Guard
technology was not enabled. The firmware settings were modified
with RU.efi, as no write protection mechanisms were present. We
then reversed the Windows Boot Manager UEFI application and
successfully retrieved the BitLocker Volume Master Key with Intel
DCI debugging. As a result, we performed the decryption and ob-
tained a fully decrypted image.

Subsequently, we attempted to perform the proposed procedure
on a Lenovo T480 20L6 laptop computer with an 8th-generation
Intel Kaby Lake R i5-8350U CPU running Windows 10 Pro (update
21H2). BitLocker encryption was also activated on the drive using
the TPM as the protector, with secure boot disabled and platform
validation profile using PCRs 0, 2, 4, and 11. Windows Hello
authentication was set with a password.

We used an SPI flash programmer to read the firmware image
and modify the found DCI-related settings, as performing firmware
changes by software was not possible due to write protections. In
UEFITool, we verified that Intel Boot Guard was enabled on this
computer. Despite that, the NVRAM regions containing the UEFI
variables were not protected by Intel Boot Guard's chain of trust.
The performed changes to the firmware, however, did not have an
effect in enabling the Intel DCI feature. Therefore we were not able
to effectively apply the method on this computer.

On both tests, modifying the firmware settings did not trigger
the BitLocker recovery mode.

5. Conclusion

We introduced in this paper a forensic method for obtaining the
Volume Master Key (VMK) from TPM-protected BitLocker volumes
using Intel DCI technology and reverse engineering techniques. We
showed how to enable Intel DCI in the firmware, reverse and
analyze the Windows Boot Manager UEFI application, and finally
and how to debug the target computer using a USB 3 debug cable to
get the VMK from RAM, which allows the decryption of the pro-
tected volume.

The method was successfully applied on a computer with a 7th-
generation Intel processor containing a BitLocker-encrypted vol-
ume with TPM protection and Windows 11 Pro. We were able to
fully decrypt the BitLocker volumewith the obtained VMK and gain
data access. Hence, computer forensics experts can access and
forensically analyze the evidence without knowledge of either the
Windows user password or the BitLocker recovery key.

We also presented a non-successful case inwhich modifying the
DCI-related setting in the firmware had no effect on enabling Intel
DCI. Therefore, we recognize that the success of the presented
method mainly depends on the ability to enable Intel DCI in the
target computer. Intel DCI is a very capable technology. For security
reasons, recent computers provide several software and hardware
level protection mechanisms to prevent firmware threats, which
may include disabling Intel DCI in production PC platforms.

Regarding the reverse engineering of theWindows BootManager
UEFI application, we acknowledge that new versions of this binary
may arise, requiring a new analysis. Nevertheless, the ideas pre-
sented in this paper can still be used to locate the code regionwhere
the TPMunsealing operation is performed, i.e., the VMK is decrypted.

Future work should consider verifying the feasibility of enabling
Intel DCI in a variety of computers, including systems with Intel
Boot Guard and other firmware-level security technologies. It
should also consider the application of the presented method for
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TPM-protected volumes with different PCR validation profiles.
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